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FLY OF THE MONTH

I ’m always looking for good smelt/shad
patterns.  This one comes from the Great
Lakes area but should work in San Diego

waters and even in the bays.  I would paint eyes
on the larger versions.  The squirrel tail helps
keep the flash from tangling and adds a differ-
ent movement and color.  I might substitute EP
fibers or calf tail.  I love streamers with Mal-
lard Flank wings or sides.

Mount a long streamer hook in the vise.  Attach
the thread behind the eye and make a tight
thread base to the bend.  Select a small bundle
of red squirrel tail, about 25-30 hairs.  Size the
tail to extend half the hook shank beyond the
bend.  Keep the long butts of the hair as a long
underbody running almost to the head.  If you
cut the butts off too short you will have an ugly
lump in the body.  Make a smooth thread wrap
over the long section of squirrel tail on the hook
shank.  Attach a small flat silver Mylar strip at
the bend of the hook.  Wrap the thread for-
ward to the hook eye in preparation for the next
step. I would coat the hook shank with a small
amount of head cement and then wrap the Mylar
forward making a nice smooth silver body.  Tie
off at the front and trim the excess.  A half
hitch and a drop of head cement would not hurt;
even coating the whole body would not hurt the

continued on next page

durability. (I would do 10 to 12 bodies at a time
and let the head cement dry before moving to the
next step)

Plan for a fairly large thread head on this minnow
pattern, it should be at least 3 hook eye diameters
long.  Bring your thread back to that spot at the
rear of the head to begin tying in the wing materi-
als.
Attach four long strands of silver Krystal flash or
fine Flashabou on top of the hook.  If you hold both
ends of the flash and pull it up to the hanging thread
bobbin you can easily tie the flash by the mid sec-
tion.  Using a folded material lock on the slippery
Mylar will keep it from pulling out and you wlll have
8 silver fibers tied in.  Trim the length equal to the
tail.   Select 15 to 20 long straight white calf or
buck tail fibers. The length should be as long as the
hook and tail.  Attach this bundle on top of the hook.
Select a shorter bundle of calf tail for the belly.
The length should be to the hook point.  Attach it
to the bottom of the hook.  Select a small sparse
bundle of red rooster hackle or marabou for the
gills.  Pick out a matched pair of well marked mal-
lard flank feathers for the sides and gill plates of
the minnow.  Trim off the extra fluff from the quill
and mount the feathers concave side in on each side
of the minnow.   Mallard flank has fine markings

North Shore Smelt — (Use for Thread Fin Shad or small Top Smelt)

Hook: Streamer hook, 3x or 2X long, size 8, 6, or 4
Salt water hooks can be used for the bays and surf.

Thread: Black 6/0
Tail: Squirrel – red or grey
Body: Mylar Silver, small flat silver flash
Underwing:White calf tail or buck tail for the larger version.
Underwing:Fine silver Krystal Flash sparse
Belly: White calf tail
Beard/gills:Red hackle of calf tail sparse
Sides: Mallard flank, well marked
Top wing: 4 peacock herl
Head: Thread head coated with black varnish or nail polish.
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that resemble scales on small bait fish pat-
terns.  I love it.

The last step is to add a dark top of peacock
herl.  Pick 4 to 6 peacock hearl depending on
the size of the bait fish.  Use the fine tip sec-
tions without cutting off the points and size
them to be the entire length of the fly.  (I don’t
like the look of cut off peacock herls. The ends
are too blunt for me.) I trim the butts at a
slight angle before I tie them down on top of
the hook.  That trick helps with the tapered
head.  Start making a large tapered thread
head that covers the tie down points.  The rear
of the head should be at least 2X the
diameterof the hook eye and taper down to a
small point.  Take your flat nosed pliers and
compress the thread head laterally.  Whip fin-
ish and coat the thread with two or three coats
of head cement or even black head varnish.  I
like eyes on minnows.  The larger versions can

be painted with a bamboo skewer or flattened nail
point dipped in model airplane paint or ceramic
paint.

Thread fin shad are a primarily bait fish at Barrett
Lake and many of our lakes.  A little smelt/shad
pattern in silver and white is good to have in your
tackle box.   I like white flies. You can see them
being stripped back to the boat.  If they
disappearr, they are in the mouth of a fish.  You
can set the hook before you would see the line move
of feel the bite.  I call them “Lights Out Flies” if
the light goes out – set the hook. Tie them on with
a fixed loop knot for plenty of action.  If you use
them in the bays for baby anchovies or top smelt,
you might try Louie Zimm’s trick of adding a me-
dium sized split shot to the fixed loop of mono.
Bass like a fly that drops on their head.  Crappie
and blue gill likethe jigging action and a moving fly.

Lucky Ketcham

Fly of the Month
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Bob Pharoah

The SDFF participation in
the Wounded Warrior
program commenced

during the month of April, thanks
to the efforts of Lee McElravy.
Working with Balboa Hospital,
Lee hammered out required
Lesson Guides. Lucky Ketcham
provided detailed instructions,
complete with pictures. Lee
organized all the material into
notebooks provided to each
Warrior. The course will include
fly tying and casting with an
outing scheduled for Lake
Murray. Art Reifman, Gary
Strawn, Paul Woolery and Bob
Pharoah are providing hands on
support each Wednesday after-
noon.

President Larry Sorensen demonstrates tying a trout fly to
the Wounded Warriors at Balboa Hospital


